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Introduction
The unusual nature of this series clearly affected the nature of the intake: entry was limited
to those candidates retaking the qualification after certificating in Summer 2012 and thus
the entry numbers were relatively small. Candidates demonstrated greater familiarity with
the rubrics and layout of the examination.
This report will provide exemplification of candidates’ work, together with tips and
comments, for those questions where we saw a significant number of responses. The
specification in English Language, now into its third year of examination, consists of three
elements:
•

Unit 1: English Today - 20% (controlled assessment)

•

Unit 2: The Writer’s Craft - 40% (examination)

•

Unit 3: Creative English - 40% (controlled assessment)

Unit 2 is assessed for skills in both reading and responding to drama and prose texts and
candidates’ own writing.

Section A: Shakespeare
As in the past, Romeo and Juliet was the most popular choice of text but Macbeth seems to
be closing the gap. Very few candidates chose to answer on The Merchant of Venice.
The (a) question, on character, continues to be the question which candidates seem to
be most comfortable with. The picking out of a number of valid points about character,
supported by appropriate reference to the extract and explained clearly, allows candidates
to access band 1. Better answers tend to consider the complexities of the character. Only a
small number of candidates fully appreciated the variety of traits shown by the Nurse or by
Macbeth.
The (b) question focuses on performance and there is no doubt that the quality of response
continues to improve as more candidates leave aside the temptation to write about
peripheral features such as lighting and props. It is encouraging to see a greater number of
candidates considering the mini extract in some detail and exploring what the language tells
us about characters’ thoughts and feelings. It is important that candidates not only make
suggestions about performance but also explain why they are making them.
Candidates should also visualise the scene clearly. A significant number suggest that
characters should ‘wave their arms about’ (to signify any one of a vast range of emotions
from panic to anger) without realising how it would look in practice. The best responses
often consider the impact that a performance technique would have on an audience.
The (c) question is worth the most marks in this section but the quality of candidates’
responses was disappointing overall. A successful answer must focus on one other part
of the play. This must be chosen carefully and identified clearly, although act and scene
numbers are not expected. Unfortunately, many candidates go on to discuss a second part,
or even a third, fourth and fifth. When this occurs, examiners will only give credit for the
single part that is treated with the greatest degree of success.
Answers are often brief and many do little other than describe what happens. It must be
remembered that this is a question about a theme and its significance in the chosen part of
the play. Candidates must not write an essay about the theme, however. Significance can
be interpreted in a number of ways and I suggest that these are covered by the following:
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Character
For example, what we learn about a character’s attitude to, say, ‘power’ in the chosen part.
Relationships
For example, how differently Macbeth and his wife perceive ‘power’ in the chosen part.
Ideas
For example, what Shakespeare appears to be saying about ‘power’ in the chosen part.
Structure
For example, why that particular part occurs where it does and how the audience are
affected by it.
Plot
For example, what the chosen part does to further the plot and how that impacts on our
understanding of the theme.
I have adopted the acronym CRISP for the above and candidates, I hope, will benefit from
discussing at least one from the list in their response. As it is, few go much further than
suggest how their chosen part affects the plot.

Section B: Prose
As in the past, Of Mice and Men was the most popular text.
The (a) question on character can be approached in very much the same way as the Section
A character question and, again, candidates seem comfortable and fairly confident in their
approach.
The (b) question focuses on language and it is important that candidates do not turn this
into another character response. Much depends on candidates’ ability to analyse at word
and sentence level and successful answers often use sentence structures that foreground a
language feature, as in ‘The word ___________ shows that ………’
The (c) question is on a theme’s importance in one other part of the novel and the
comments made on the Section A (c) question also apply here. Candidates who discuss
several different parts are disadvantaging themselves. They must comment on importance
and not just describe what happens. In addition to this, they must comment on context. The
contextual focus in the Of Mice and Men question was on the rarity of close friendships in a
working environment that was seasonal and migratory.
Candidates must write enough that is relevant and rewardable if they are to access marks in
the top band.

Section C: Writing
Candidates must remember to leave enough time to do justice to this section, which is
worth 50% of the marks: a number of responses were too short to gain access to the higher
bands.
The writing tasks are on subjects that candidates are familiar with and which do not rely
on specialist knowledge. A range of approaches is welcomed and there is no need to apply
rigidly the conventions of a specific genre. The tasks often require candidates to present
their views on a subject and this can lead to an assumption that a piece of persuasive or
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argumentative writing is required. This is not necessarily a problem but it can become one
if certain features of persuasive writing, for example, become too prominent. This can be
illustrated with reference to the questions on this paper. Some candidates, writing about
school uniform (question 12) felt that they should use some statistics or expert comment
to support their views and used the time-honoured technique of inventing some of these.
Unfortunately, less proficient candidates then made the mistake of assuming that these cold
statistics were the argument (e.g. 98% of pupils in the survey did not want school uniform
therefore uniform must go). This was to the detriment of any attempt to present a coherent
and reasoned point of view.
Similarly, the fact that this task asked for the text of a speech often led candidates to write
down a list of rhetorical devices in their planning. There followed a determination to include
as many of these as possible but they were not always effective. Too many rhetorical
questions can be counter-productive and contrived alliteration can be inappropriate.
However, these are pitfalls rather than widespread failings. It is good to see so many
candidates engage in thoughtful planning of their responses. Structured, paragraphed
prose, accurately presented is the keystone of a successful piece of writing.
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Question 1

6
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Examiner Comments

The (b) question response, here, does not suggest extravagant
actions and explains the suggestions that are made. It was
awarded a mark in band 2.

Examiner Tip

Concentrate on what the characters must be thinking
and feeling and how the actors would show these
thoughts and feelings.
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Question 2

Examiner Comments

This is a sound band 1 answer which clearly
focuses on a relevant part of the play. Some points
about significance are made, although they do not
go very far.

Examiner Tip

Remember CRISP when discussing
significance.
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Question 7

Examiner Comments

This is a band 2 answer for 7 (a). The first points
are sound but the final one ('George ... doesn't
like trouble') shows a degree of perception.
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Examiner Tip

Empathise with the character and try to
appreciate his or her underlying motives.

Examiner Comments

This 7 (b) answer just manages to edge into band 2. There is a clear
focus on language and the references are explained adequately.

Examiner Tip

Concentrate on the effects the writer is achieving and
how individual words and phrases work on the reader.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate selects a relevant part which is significant in the
relationship between George and Lennie. However, there is no
consideration of context, which could have been dealt with by
discussion of why the dream was so important to them. A mark at the
bottom of band 2 was awarded.

Examiner Tip

You must choose just one relevant part of the
novel, consider its significance and link it to a
point about context.
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Question 11
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Examiner Comments

This is a securely organised piece of writing which develops some
relevant ideas. There are a few errors and sentence structures are not
invariably under control but it has enough positive qualities to merit
marks in band 3 for both AO3 (i) (ii) and AO3 (iii).

Examiner Tip

Try to use specific examples from personal experience
to illustrate your points.
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Question 12
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Examiner Comments

This is a confident, no nonsense speech which develops a
consistent argument and has clear features of spoken language.
It was awarded marks near the top of band 3 for both AOs.

Examiner Tip

Be firm about expressing and supporting your own
point of view.
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Paper Summary
The take up for this November 2012 examination series was relatively small as entry was
limited to those candidates retaking the qualification after certificating in Summer 2012.
The level of achievement was lower than the summer series. Future candidates must manage
their time effectively and should be encouraged to practise (c) questions for Sections A and B.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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